Attachment B: Formal feedback received from local boards

The following local boards have formalised their feedback through memos provided to staff,
and directly to the Chair and Deputy Chair of the Regulatory Committee:












Albert Eden Local Board
Devonport Takapuna Local Board
Franklin Local Board
Howick Local Board
Manurewa Local Board
Ōrākei Local Board
Papakura Local Board
Rodney Local Board
Waitakere Ranges Local Board
Waitamata Local Board
Whau Local Board

Memorandum
To:

3 September 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
All Albert-Eden Local Board members
Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

From:

Peter Haynes, Chair Albert-Eden Local Board

Purpose
To provide Albert-Eden Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the dog management
bylaw and policy.

1.

Summary
•

Albert-Eden Local Board supports regional consistency for dog management, including the
requirement for dog owners to obtain a license if they have more than one dog.

•

The Board supports an under-control on-leash default rule.

•

The Board notes that consistency is important in principal, but that local circumstances mean that
some variation is unavoidable. It is important to acknowledge that each local board has different
circumstances to consider and there needs to be some flexibility to take these into account.

•

Regulatory material needs to be clear for users through improved signage and website
information.

•

Inadequate enforcement of dog access bylaws (amongst others) undermines attempts to
regulate.

Context/Background
1.

On 20 June 2018, staff attended the Albert-Eden Local Board workshop to discuss the review of
the Auckland Policy on Dogs 2012 (the Policy) and Dog Management Bylaw 2012 (the Bylaw).

2.

Discussion focussed on the aspects of the review that have local board impact. These are
outlined below
•

Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than
one or more than two dogs.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of
Labour Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under-control on leash, in
parks and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules, with particular provisions
prohibiting dogs from playgrounds, etc.

Discussion
2.

The Board understands that Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these matters in
October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal. To assist
the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out Albert-Eden Local Board’s initial feedback.

3.

The detailed feedback is as set out in the table below.

Aspects of dog
management
policy and bylaw
review
Multiple dog
ownership

Time and season rule

Regional default rule

Other considerations

Albert-Eden Local Board Feedback

•

support regional consistency.

•

support a multiple dog ownership licence for more than one
dog.

•

in principal support for regional time and season definition of
Labour Weekend to 31 March, 10am to 7pm.

•

support for specialised times by park at local board discretion

•

recommend winter time rules (10am to 4pm).

•

recommend a sub-regional approach to time and season
(same rule across central isthmus boards).

•

concern over Governing Body having too much input into
decision making that is ineluctably local.

•

support a regionally consistent default rule.

•

support the regional default to be dogs under control on
leash, with provisions for prohibiting dogs in playgrounds,
ecologically significant and wildlife adjacent areas.

•

website and signage require improvements.

•

concern that decisions about dog access made by Tūpuna
Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority could place increased
pressure on local board decision making.

•

recognise need for more designated dog parks regionally.

•

concerns over available resources for enforcement.

•

need a consistent approach to environmental protection on
parks shared by multiple local boards (best pursued by local
boards themselves).

o .
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Memo

10 September 2018

To:

Michael Sinclair – Manager Social Policy and Bylaws

cc:

All Devonport-Takapuna Local Board members

From:

Tristan Coulson – Senior Advisor, Devonport-Takapuna Local Board

Subject:

Feedback on the Dog Management Bylaw and Policy review

Purpose
1. The purpose of this memo is to formalise the Devonport-Takapuna Local Board’s (the local
board) feedback on the Dog Management Bylaw and Policy review.
Background
2. At the 3 July 2018 workshop, staff from council’s policy and bylaws team discussed the Dog
Management Bylaw and Policy review with staff, where the following matters were discussed:
•

multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one
or more than two dogs.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

Local board feedback
3. The following table details the local board’s feedback on the Dog Management Bylaw and
Policy review:
Component of policy and
bylaw review

Feedback
•

Multiple dog ownership

Supports the current rules (status quo) for multiple dog ownership.
However, the local board is amenable to changes to ensure
consistency across multiple local board areas (i.e. the DevonportTakapuna, Hibiscus and Bays, Kaipatiki and Upper Harbour local board
areas).

• Recognises that rural and urban areas should be treated differently.
Time and season rule

Regional default rule

• Supports the current rules (status quo) which defines the summer
season between Labour Weekend and 31 March, 10am to 6pm.
• Supports the regional default rule to be dogs under control on
leash.
• Requests advice from staff that signage in areas covered by a
regional default rule will be funded regionally.

Component of policy and
bylaw review

Feedback
• Recognises that regional consistency is required but not at the
expense of users.
• Suggests that signage needs to be clear and comprehensive (e.g.
include dog access information on directional signage).

Other considerations

• Suggest that the Auckland Council website is refreshed to provide
accurate and meaningful information on where to take your dog.
• Supports regional a regional approach for designated dog exercise
areas, but requests further advice and support from staff to
understand how this activity can support and enhance local board
initiatives (e.g. the Devonport-Takapuna Local Board is currently
identifying dog park sites in its local board area).
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Memorandum
To:

28 August 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
All Franklin Local Board members
From:

Angela Fulljames, Chair of Franklin Local Board

Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

Purpose
1.

To provide Franklin Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the dog management bylaw
and policy.

Summary


Franklin Local Board supports a level of regional consistency for dog management but not at the
expense of users. Regulatory material needs to be clear for users and should be augmented by
much better signage and promotional information, including an improved website offer.



There are aspects of the bylaw and policy, particularly definitions, that are not clear at the present
time and, if it would be helpful to the committe, Franklin Local Board would be pleased to send a
representative to any Regulatory Committee workshops that are arranged prior to formal decision
making on the subject.

Context/Background
2.

Policy and bylaws staff held a workshop discussion with Franklin Local Board on 10 July 2018,
covering the following matters:


Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one or
more than two dogs.



time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.



regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.



seeking feedback on dog access rules for the following regional parks: Tawhitokino, Orere
Point, Omana, Tapapakanga, Waitawa, Awhitu, Hunua Ranges, Duder

Discussion
3.

The local board understand that Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these matters
in October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal. To assist
the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out Franklin Local Board’s initial feedback.

4.

The detailed feedback is as set out in the table below.

Aspect of Dog
Management Policy
and Bylaw review

Multiple dog ownership

Time and season rule

Regional default rule

Dog access rules in
regional parks

Other considerations

Franklin Local Board Feedback
 support a multiple dog ownership licence for more than two dogs (i.e.
three plus)
 recommend an exemption for ‘working dogs’, subject to breed
definition.
 rural and urban areas should be treated differently
 processes for dog registration and multiple dog licensing should be
linked
 support the summer season definition to be Labour Weekend
to 31 March, 10am to 6pm
 support the regional default rule to be dogs under control on
leash if there are year round off-leash areas for dogs to be
exercised
 seek confirmation that the update of signage in areas covered
by a regional default rule will be funded regionally.
 support advice from park rangers, who know these areas best
 consider the effectiveness of the policy on pig hunting in the
Hunua Ranges
 Waitawa regional park beach requires a watching brief, as it is
popular but is not a large area, so conflicts may arise.
 regional consistency is required but not at the expense of users
 signage needs to be clear and comprehensive (e.g. include dog
access information on directional signage).
 consider the needs of tourists/visitors with dogs - clarity is
needed around dog rules on campgrounds and holiday parks
(dogs in camper vans)
 note a gap in the provision of promotional information about
where to take your dog - the council website needs to be
updated and improved.
 the bylaw needs to be clear about whether town centres/high
streets are default on-leash or prohibited (only ‘shopping malls’
are currently cited) There is concern about dogs being left
outside the front of shops and town centres without a leash.
 staff should engage with business associations to ensure the
rules are appropriate.
 support regional decision making for designated dog exercise
areas, as these are destination facilities that do not align to
local board boundaries

o .
Next steps
5.

Franklin local board would be pleased to send a representative to any committee workshops that
may be arranged to discuss the dog management bylaw and policy review, prior to consideration
of the formal report in October.

6.

It is not considered appropriate to undertake public consultation on the draft policy and bylaw
over the December-January holiday period.

Angela Fulljames
Chair
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Memorandum

14 August 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee

To:

Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
Nina Siers, Relationship Manager – Franklin & Howick
Ian Milnes, Senior Local Board Advisor - Howick
All Howick Local Board members
Subject:

Howick Local Board feedback on Dog Management Bylaw and Auckland
Council Policy on Dogs review

From:

David Collings, Chair of Howick Local Board

Purpose
1.

To provide Howick Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the Dog Management Bylaw
2012 and Auckland Council Policy on Dogs 2012.

Summary
The Howick Local Board
•

broadly supports regional consistency for dog management.

•

recommends local board discretion on time and season definition.

•

recommends regulatory material is clear and correct so the public are well-informed. This
includes physical signage and website information.

•

advocates for designated dog exercise areas in the local area funded by the Governing Body.

•

considers another review premature as the last review of the Dog Management Bylaw and
Auckland Council Policy on Dogs 2012 was in 2016.

Context/Background
2.

Feedback to staff on the proposed Dog Management Bylaw 2012 and Auckland Council Policy
2012 review was provided by the Howick Local Board. The feedback was collated at a
workshop by staff from the Community and Social Policy Department on 10 July 2018. The
feedback sought by staff was on the following:
•

multiple dog ownership licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one or
more than two dogs.

3.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition of dogs being onleash from Saturday of labour weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule:proposing a regional default rule of dogs under control on leash, in
parks and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

•

local board delegation vs regional decision making

Whilst public engagement is important to the Howick Local Board, the members would like it
noted that residents in the local area went through an extensive public consultation process on
the dog management bylaw in June 2016. As such the board feels this latest review and
consultation is premature as the changes that occurred two years ago have not yet been
evaluated.

Discussion
4.

The local board understand that Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these
matters in October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal.
To assist the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out Howick Local Board’s initial
feedback.

5.

The detailed feedback is as set out in the table below.
Aspect of Dog
Management Policy
and Bylaw review
Multiple dog
ownership

Howick Local Board Feedback
• support a multiple dog ownership licence for more than two
dogs (i.e. three plus)
• support one rule for the Auckland region
• recommend local board discretion on time and season
definition

Time and season rule

• recommend keeping status quo with time and season
definition for dogs on-leash in Howick (daylight savings,
10am to 7pm).
• advocate for signage to be clear and correct. The council
website needs to be updated and improved.
• support the regional default rule of dogs under control on
leash

Regional default rule

• support local decision making for designated dog
exercise areas. Staff at the workshop stated that the
Governing Body may be making a decision on funding
designated dog parks which the board would support.

Local board
delegation/decision
making vs regional

• the local board cannot provide comment as this point
was not thoroughly canvassed during the workshop

Other considerations

• local boards to be allowed on hearings panel during
consultation process.
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Next steps
6.

Howick local board would be pleased to send a representative to any committee workshops that
may be arranged to discuss the dog management bylaw and policy review, prior to
consideration of the formal report in October.
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Memo
To:

26 September 2018

Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee

cc:

Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor
Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
Manurewa Local Board members
Manoj Ragupathy, Relationship Manager

From:

Angela Dalton, Chair of Manurewa Local Board

Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

Purpose
To provide Manurewa Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the dog management bylaw
and policy.

Background
Policy and bylaws staff held a workshop discussion with Manurewa Local Board on 11 July 2018,
covering the following matters:


Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one or
more than two dogs



time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm



regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

Staff did not seek feedback on dog access rules for the following regional park: Auckland Botanic
Gardens.

Context
We hold significant concerns with regard to how the role of local boards are viewed in terms of
contribution to policy development by leadership within Community and Social Policy. It is our
experience that local boards continue to receive limited information, suboptimal advice and time
restrained opportunity for feedback on policy development. This of course contradicts the
recommendations from the Governance Framework Review Final Report and the subsequent
recommendations by the Governance Framework Review Committee which were endorsed by the
Governing Body.
The Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review is an example of this. The report seeking formal
feedback was ‘pulled’ from the Manurewa Local Board August business meeting as it did not meet
expectations. Dog bylaws are one of the most sensitive of bylaws. My board was provided with an
opportunity to only give feedback on multiple dog ownership (with no supporting data), a time and

season rule and a regional default rule for on leash. We were provided with no information or time
to discuss changes to on leash/off leash designated areas within our area.

Discussion
The local board understands that the Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these
matters in October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal.
To assist the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out my board’s initial feedback as set out
in the table below.
Aspect of Dog
Management
Policy and Bylaw
review

Manurewa Local Board Feedback
 supports a multiple dog ownership licence for more than two dogs
(i.e. three plus)

Multiple dog
ownership

 does not support charging the public a licence fee that will cost more
than $50.00
 proposes that high density housing and traditional houses on larger
sections should be treated differently
 requests that this be a forward-looking policy that doesn’t penalise
current owners of more than two dogs

Time and season
rule

Regional default
rule

Dog access rules
in regional parks

 supports the alternative standardised time and season summer
season definition to be Saturday Labour Weekend to 31 March,
10am to 7pm
 requests that the time be extended to 8pm on specified
beaches and adjoining parks
 supports the regional default rule to be dogs under control on
leash
 seeks confirmation that the update of signage in areas covered
by a regional default rule will be funded regionally
 supports regional decision making for designated dog exercise
areas, as these are destination facilities that do not align to local
board boundaries, noting the necessity for a balance between
the needs of the dog walking community and the preservation of
the natural landscape
 stresses the importance of monitoring menacing dogs and
following up with actions against the owners

Other comments
about dog
management

 supports the notion that owners must obtain a license to be able
to own dogs
 would like to see an increase in education to the public on
appropriate actions to take with menacing dogs
 would like to see improved, clear and comprehensive signage
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Aspect of Dog
Management
Policy and Bylaw
review

Ōrākei Local Board Feedback
• support an urban area multi-dog licence for 2 or more dogs in
one household.

Multiple dog
ownership

• concerns over definition of ‘neighbour’. Consent should be
from a wider group than direct neighbours.
• concerns that the application process is too onerous so
recommend integrating dog registration and multiple dog
ownership licence process.
• request a requirement under the multiple dog licence for dogs
be neutered or spayed unless they are a registered breeder.
• support regional time and season definition

Time and season
rule

• support the time and season definition of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, 10am to 7pm
• supports the use of winter dog access rule, 10am to
4pm (status quo).

Regional default
rule

Local
considerations

Other
considerations

• support a regional default rule
• support the regional default to be dogs under control on
leash.
• support revisiting local dog access rules for Madills
Farm and Shore Road Reserve with consultation with
the community regarding keeping existing
grandfathered rules or aligning the sports-fields rules
with the regional policy.
• request that all information is accurate and easily
accessible on Auckland Council website and correct on
all local signage.
• request that consultation and hearings do not occur
over Christmas but at a time where the public can
feedback.

Feedback on the Dog Management Bylaw and Policy
Review (Preliminary Local Board Feedback)
From: The Rodney Local Board
Date: 24 August 2018
Executive Summary
1.

Policy and bylaws staff held a workshop discussion with Rodney Local Board on 5 July 2018,
covering the following matters relating to the Dog Management Bylaw and policy review:


Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one
or more than two dogs.



time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.



regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.



seeking feedback on dog access rules for the regional parks in Rodney: Atiu Creek,
Mahurangi, Te Muri, Muriwai, Pakiri, Scandrett, Tawharanui, Te Arai, Te Rau,
Wenderholm.

2.

The Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these matters in October 2018, along
with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal.

3.

To assist the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out Rodney Local Board’s initial
feedback.

Rodney Local Board Feedback:
The Rodney Local Board:
a) Provides the following preliminary feedback to the Regulatory Committee on the Dog
Management Bylaw and Policy Review:
Aspect of Dog
Rodney Local Board Feedback
Management Policy and
Bylaw review
Multiple dog ownership






Time and season rule





Regional default rule




supports a multiple dog ownership licence for more than two
dogs
recommends a variation based on the activity, i.e. farming
(rather than based on the land zoning)
concerned there is no maximum limit on dog ownership
recommends an exemption for working dogs
support a regional time and season definition
support the definition to be Labour Weekend to 31 March,
10am to 7pm
also support the season to be defined using daylight savings
support a regional default rule
support the regional default rule to be dogs under control on
leash

Dog access rules in
regional parks




supports advice from park rangers and biodiversity staff
Mahurangi Regional Park: Mita Bay is not very accessible for
dog walkers compared to Cudlip Track, and suggests that
access be improved if Mita Bay is to be the preferred site

Other considerations



signage requires improvement, namely:
o signage needs to clearly show the area covered by the
relevant Dog access rules and should use graphics and
maps for easy interpretation, including a clear delineation
between council controlled areas and Department of
Conservation areas
o signs need to be error free and in plain English, noting that
some areas have a very complex overlay of differing rules
and the current signage is both confusing, unclear and
contains errors which undermine the council’s ability to
enforce dog access rules
o signage needs to be erected promptly

Authorisation
The Rodney Local Board Parks and Recreation Committee members have been consulted and
asked to provide feedback regarding the Dog Management Bylaw and Policy review.
This feedback is authorised in accordance with the delegation to the Chairperson of the Parks and
Recreation Committee, resolution RODPC/2017/29:
That the Rodney Local Board Parks and Recreation Committee:
a) delegate the following responsibilities to the Chairperson of the Parks and Recreation
Committee:
…
vii) the final approval of any informal feedback relating to matters delegated to this
committee.

______________________________
Brent Bailey
Chairperson
Rodney Local Board Parks and Recreation Committee
Date: 24 August 2018
Contact Details
Name:

Rodney Local Board, Auckland Council

Postal Address:

C/- Kathryn Martin, Senior Local Board Advisor,
Rodney Local Board,
Auckland Council, Orewa Service Centre,
Private Bag 92300 Auckland

Phone number:

Kathryn Martin, Senior Local Board Advisor 09 427 3252

Email contact:

Kathryn.aileen.martin@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

Memorandum
To:

11 September 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

From:

Greg Presland, Chair of Waitākere Ranges Local Board

1.

On 2 August 2018, staff attended the Waitākere Ranges Local Board workshop to discuss the
review of the Auckland Policy on Dogs 2012 (the Policy) and Dog Management Bylaw 2012 (the
Bylaw).

2.

Discussion focussed on the aspects of the review that have local board impact. These are
outlined below:

3.

•

Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than
one or more than two dogs.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of
Labour Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in
parks and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

•

seeking feedback on dog access rules for the following regional parks: Anawhata, Piha,
Cascade Kauri, Cornwallis, Karekare, Huia, Whatipu, Waitākere Ranges

Staff have summarised the discussion from the local board workshop and I am confirming that
these views..
Aspect of Dog
Management Policy
and Bylaw review

Multiple dog ownership

Waitākere Ranges Local Board Feedback
•

support a regional approach for a multiple dog ownership
licence

•

support a multiple dog ownership licence for more than
one dog

•

consider variations for rural zones.

•

support the status quo time and season definition in local
board area to align with surf line saving patrol

•

concern over protecting wildlife.

•

board supports on-leash default.

Time and season rule

Regional default rule

Aspect of Dog
Management Policy
and Bylaw review

Dog access rules in
regional parks

Other considerations

Waitākere Ranges Local Board Feedback
•

Please note detail feedback attached.

•

Piha – do not amend Tasman Outlook Track, should
remain dogs prohibited on the track to protect vulnerable
wildlife

•

prohibit dogs from Northern Piha carpark

•

concern over degrading condition of North Piha Beach due
to dogs

•

Cornwallis – Kakamatua Inlet – issues with keeping dogs
on-leash, support for keeping whole area on-leash (mixed
views)

•

Waitakere Ranges - prohibit dogs from picnic areas with
tables/designated seating areas

•

support for retaining status quo at other parks.

•

board does not support Governing Body delegation
balance

•

board does not support Governing Body designated dog
park decision making

•

enforcement is key

•

concern over protecting wildlife and Kauri dieback.
Table 1: Views recorded from Waitākere Local Board

4.

It is requested that this table of views along with Attachment A (Specific WRLB feedback dog
access rules in Piha: need to co-ordinate local and regional park dog rules, and align with park
policies) be provided as part of a report to the Regulatory Committee on the dog policy and
bylaw.

5.

The Waitākere Ranges Local board asks that they be invited to attend any committee
workshops that may be arranged to discuss the dog management bylaw and policy review, and
request the opportunity to speak at the committee meeting in October when the formal report is
due to be considered.
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Attachment A
Specific WRLB feedback dog access rules in Piha: need to co-ordinate local and regional park
dog rules, and align with park policies
The Tasman Lookout Track is at the far southern end of Piha beach. It includes two lookouts: Tasman
Lookout and The Gap lookout. On page 414 of the Regional Parks Management Plan 2010 section
17.19.6 Permitted Activities in the Waitakere Ranges Regional Park, Tasman View Lookout Track is
listed as one of the tracks where dogs are excluded. This is a continuation of a rule which has been In
place since about 2007. The reason for this is the wildlife on the track and at The Gap, which this
track gives access to. In particular it is a prime place for little blue penguins coming ashore and
breeding.
Any proposal to allow dogs would be contrary to the RPMP which was developed under the Reserves
Act.
In 2014 the Council purchased the Byers Block to the south of the Tasman Lookout Track and the
track was extended to give access to this new block which is now called Taitomo.
In 2016 and 2017 the Auckland Council went through a process to develop, firstly, a concept plan,
then a variation to the Regional Parks Management Plan. This involved three commissioners, chaired
by Greg Hill, submissions and public hearings.
This variation to the RPMP was adopted by the Environment and Community Committee at its
meeting on 20 February 2018.
Amongst other things the variation says:
Tasman Lookout Track and Taitomo should be managed "as an integrated unit", in other words
consistent rules and approach.
Environmental restoration and wildness values should be given priority over recreation.
The commissioners stated that dogs were prohibited from Tasman Lookout Track and did not
question it as it was a policy that was in place, but they did say that dogs should be prohibted from
Taitomo and there were many submissions supporting this.
Another policy that is relevant is that the Council will "develop and implement protection measures for
wildlife frequenting and breeding in the area such as fern birds, little blue penguins and grey-faced
petrels".
Altogether these policies recognise protection of the wildlife that live in this area, which have grown
with pest control efforts. Both local regional park rangers, volunteers and my family as neighbours
have rat/possum/stoat bait stations and traps all around here to try and protect the birds. Grey-faced
petrels are nesting beside the tracks from its entry. In the fires last May the fire crew described having
to kick the birds off the track as they ran up with hoses. Both the grey-faced petrels and fernbirds are
recent arrivals, in the last 3 years.
If dogs are allowed on Tasman Lookout Track there will be no way of preventing them accessing
areas where there are birds and no way of preventing them continuing on the track to enter Taitomo.
It should also be noted that Taitomo Island which is adjacent and gives its name to this part of
parkland, is the only land on the West Coast owned by Te Kawerau a Maki and they take a particular
interest in this area.
Because it is secluded people will not keep their dogs on leashes and anyway that would not be
enough.
3

When the WRLB devised our rules we did so with the regional park rules in mind. We talked to RPs
about it. We tried to come up with something simple - no dogs south of Lion Rock (Lion Rock is RP),
that is Piha, and off-leash north of it, North Piha. This was very generous for dog owners and there is
absolutely no need to confuse this simple approach by allowing a dog area in the middle of the
prohibted area at Piha.
The rules were also designed to protect The Gap area (regional park) and its wildlife. By saying dogs
were prohibited on Piha beach people could not take then around to The Gap and the penguin
breeding areas via the beach, and they could not reach them by walking over the hill, as Tasman
Lookout Track prohibited dogs. So it was all thought through for commonsense and consistency
which is why any suggestion to allow dogs here is madness.
Turning to the end of North Piha. The current local board rule is off-leash north of Lion Rock till it
meets the RP area, which is roughly at Monkey Rock. After consulting United North Piha Surf Club we
even allowed off leash within the flags as some people said they liked to swim with their dogs.
At Monkey Rock it changes into an on-leash area which continues to a point where it become
prohibited. Once again there is significant bird life at the far north end of the beach and on Laird
Thomson Track including little blue penguins and grey-faced petrels and there are also
oystercatchers, dotterels and other birds.
(Although it is noted on reading the RPMP it says Dogs are prohbiited from North Piha - see section
180, page 403, and page 414).
What we had been discussing was that the accessway to the beach from the North Piha carpark
become the point at which dogs were prohibited northwards, and off-leash southwards. Which would
mean the off-leash area combined LB and RP would extend from Lion Rock to that point. This would
provide very simple rules which anyone could understand and could easily be marked with coloured
poles and on the accessway.
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Memorandum
To:

15 August 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
All Waitematā Local Board members
Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

From:

Waitematā Local Board

Purpose
To provide Waitematā Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the dog management
bylaw and policy.

1.

Summary
•

Waitematā Local Board supports the establishment of a regional approach to dog management
but not at the expense of local board decision making.

•

Regulatory material needs to be clear for users and should be augmented by much better
signage and promotional information, including an improved website offer.

Context/Background
2.

Policy and bylaws staff held a workshop discussion with Waitematā Local Board on 3 July 2018,
covering the following matters:
•

Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one or
more than two dogs.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

3.

The local board understand that Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these
matters in October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal.

4.

To assist the committee’s deliberations this memo sets out the local boards initial feedback.
That the Waitematā Local Board:
•
•
•
•
•

supports local boards retaining decision making on local dog access rules
notes that the proposed regional summer time and season rules align with the current
status quo for the Waitematā Local Board area
supports establishing a sensible regional approach to multiple dog ownership and time and
season rules on an opt out basis
notes that staff recommendations and advice for a regional winter time and season rule
has not been provided and therefore it is not known what is being proposed
supports the regional default rule to be dogs under control on leash

•
•
•

supports distinct rural and urban rules if there remains good reason to take a different
approach to deal with specific rural issues
requests that signage is clear and comprehensive (e.g. include dog access information on
directional signage)
supports greater focus on enforcement and an improved ability for the council to respond
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Memorandum
To:

14 August 2018
Councillor Linda Cooper, Chair of Regulatory Committee
Deputy Mayor Bill Cashmore, Deputy Chair of Regulatory Committee
Tam White, Senior Governance Advisor

Cc:

Michael Sinclair, Manager Social Policy and Bylaws
All Whau Local Board members
Subject:

Dog Management Bylaw and Policy Review

From:

Tracy Mulholland, Chair of Whau Local Board

Purpose
To provide Whau Local Board’s initial feedback on the review of the dog management bylaw
and policy.

1.

Summary
•

Whau Local Board supports a level of regional consistency for dog management.

•

Regulatory material needs to be clear for users and should be augmented by much better
signage and promotional information, including an improved website offer.

•

There are aspects of the bylaw and policy, particularly definitions, that are not clear at the present
time and, if it would be helpful, Whau Local Board would be pleased to send a representative to
any Regulatory Committee workshops that are arranged prior to formal decision making on the
subject.

Context/Background
2.

Policy and bylaws staff held a workshop discussion with Whau Local Board on 11 July 2018,
covering the following matters:
•

Multiple Dog Ownership Licence: requiring owners to obtain a licence for more than one or
more than two dogs.

•

time and season rule: proposing a new time and season definition to: Saturday of Labour
Weekend to 31 March, from 10am to 7pm.

•

regional default rule: proposing a regional default rule of under control on leash, in parks
and reserves not listed in the schedule of access rules.

•

seeking any feedback on dog access rules for the following regional parks: Tawhitokino,
Orere Point, Omana, Tapapakanga, Waitawa, Awhitu, Hunua Ranges, Duder

Discussion
3.

The local board understand that Regulatory Committee will be receiving a report on these
matters in October 2018, along with a proposed draft policy, bylaw and statement of proposal.
To assist the committee’s deliberations, this memo sets out Whau Local Board’s initial
feedback.

4.

The detailed feedback is as set out in the table below.

Aspect of Dog
Management Policy
and Bylaw review

Whau Local Board Feedback
•

support regional consistency

Multiple dog
ownership

•

support multiple dog ownership licence

•

There were mixed views on whether the license should be
for more than one dog or more than two dogs.

Time and season rule

•

support regional time and season definition

•

support the need for consistency in policy across Auckland
to make it easier for dog owners to understand and comply
regardless of what local board area they take their dog.
there was no feedback provided on regional park
rules.

Regional default rule
Dog access rules in
regional parks

Other considerations

•
•

noted that there is a need for more spaces for dogs to
exercise off-leash in the Whau, particularly due to the
projected growth trends for the Whau.

•

support for increased staffing to ensure registrations are
being enforced

•

highlighted the need to protect wildlife and supported
temporary prohibition of dog access if necessary (e.g. if
endangered migratory birds are present)

o .

Next steps
5.

Whau local board would be pleased to send a representative to any committee workshops that
may be arranged to discuss the dog management bylaw and policy review, prior to
consideration of the formal report in October.
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